CORAL PAINTER’S HANDBOOK

The Colour Centre
Next to Coral Building
Adabraka - Accra.

AKZONOBEL - INTRODUCTION
Akzo Nobel is the largest global paints and coatings company and a major producer
of specialty chemicals. We supply industries and consumers worldwide with
innovative products and are passionate about developing sustainable answers
for our customers. Our portfolio includes well known brands such as Coral, Dulux
for Decorative products and International for Marine & Protective Coatings. We
operate in more than 80 countries and we have been in the Ghanaian market
since 1988. Since then, we have revolutionised and upgraded the paint market in
Ghana with the best technology in the world. This Painter´s Handbook is meant
to help painters and other readers to improve their knowledge on the painting
procedures and update them on our latest range of products.

Definition of Paint
Paint is...
A chemical composition formed by a dispersion of pigments in a solution or
emulsion of one or more polymers. When applied on a surface, it forms a thin film
and turns into an adhesive coating with the purpose of protecting, embellishing
and bringing colour to such surface. When this composition is free of pigments, it
is called varnish.

Solvent:
Used to provide consistency and reduce the viscosity to allow easy application.

Pigments:

Provide the colours, coverage and protection ot the paint film.

Additives:

Used in small quantities to enhance specific properties e.g. drying, wetting,
anti-foaming, adhesion, etc.

Resin/Binder:

Holds the pigments together and provides a tough finish that adheres to the
surface.

Paint Accessories and Tools
Brushes

White bristles
Thinner and softer.
Indicated for Varnish
and Stain.

Black bristles
Thin but stronger and
more durable.

Greyish bristles

Synthetic bristles

Excellent cost/benefit
relation.

Bristles are aligned for a
more accurate cut-in.

Indicated for Synthetic
Enamels.

Indicated for Latex
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Basic composition of a paint

and Acrylic Paints.
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1- Brushes

Ref.: 445
• 1”, 11/2”, 2”, 21/2”

Ref.: 417
• 5”, 6”

Ref.: 396
• 1”, 2”, 3”, 4”

Ref.: 397
• 1”, 2”, 21/2”

Ref.: 480
• 2”

• 3”, 4”

Roller piles thickness

Short Pile

Medium-Sized Pile

High Pile

5mm to 12mm
Ideal for smooth surfaces.

13mm to 22mm

25mm
Ideal for rough surfaces.

Ideal for semi-rough surfaces.

Ref.: AT321

Ref.: 325

Ref.: AT500 handle

• 23cm / 8mm

• 23cm / 10mm

• 23cm

2- Foam rollers – for Enamels

3- Texture rollers

Ref.: 406

Ref.: AT407

Ref.: 110

Ref.: 1155

• 9cm, 15cm

• 15cm

• 23cm

• 23cm

CORAL HANDBOOK PAINT ACCESSORIES AND TOOLS

1- Woolen rollers – for Acrylic/Latex Paints
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4- Assorted painting accessories

Ref.: 6255
Steel Scraper
• 5’’

Ref.: 6355

Ref.: AT195

Ref.: 6355

Ref.: 165

Steel Scraper
• 10’’

Steel Scraper

Steel Trowel

Plastic Trowel

Multi-Purpose

Ref.: 152

Ref.: AT150

Ref.: 1534P

Ref.: 610P

Plastic Spatula

Corner Spatula

Painting Tray

Ladder Scuttle

Ref.: 100/2

Ref.: 1780/6

Ref.: 1840/4

Sandpaper Holder

Iron Brush

Iron Brush

Ref.: AT2500

Particle Filter Mask Particle Filter Mask
With Valve
Without Valve

Steel Extension Poles
Ref.: 1700 • 3m
Ref.: 1600 • 2m
Ref.: 1280 • 1,2m

Ref.: 40/20

Sandpaper for Walls

Sandpaper for Wood

Dust Sheet

P60, P80, P100, P120 P60, P80, P100, P120

CORAL HANDBOOK PAINT ACCESSORIES AND TOOLS

Ref.: AT2400

Spray Gun
• Faster application
• Better finish
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CORAL HANDBOOK PAINT SYSTEM

Paint System
By definition, Paint System comprises all the procedures, products and tools that will be used to achieve the best painting
job for a specific surface. The Paint System consists of 4 important steps: Surface Preparation, Priming, Putty and Top Coat.

Surface Preparation
This is the most important part of the Paint System. The first thing to do is to thoroughly assess the condition of the surface
before deciding on which actions to take to prepare it before the application of the final topcoat. Basic actions: clean dirty,
powdery surfaces by sanding, brushing, dusting, scraping off peeling and flaking paint. Fill cracks, holes with an appropriate
crack filler. Treat areas with moisture, mildew, fungus, algae, etc…Treat areas previously painted with lime or P.O.P.. Remove
old paints and varnishes properly.

Primers
Also known as sealers, these products are meant to prepare the surface by providing (i) protection to the substrate, (ii) sealing
properties (making the absorption of the surface uniform), adhesion to the substrate (such as the galvanised sheets) and
corrosion protection (metals).

Putty
The application of putties (also known as fillers) has the purpose of correcting and leveling out the small imperfections of the
surface. In some countries they opt to use a product known as Undercoat to build up the thickness of the paint film. The use
of both Putty and Undercoat are optional, but they do improve the quality of the Paint System and will result in a better finish.

Top Coat
This is the final touch to the paint job. The topcoat products are responsible for the embellishment of the surface (colours),
provide opacity, improve the film build (thickness), provide resistance to abrasion, sunlight (U.V.) and chemicals and also the
appearance (gloss, matt or satin finishes).
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1- Masonry
New masonry - New Plaster
• Cured Plaster
The curing of the new plaster happens after 28 days of its application. By this time, the
level of moisture has dropped below 12%, which Is the maximum accepted level of moisture
for the application of paint on top.

• Uncured Plaster
This is the plaster whose application time is lower than 28 days. It is not recommended
to apply any paint on top, once the moisture level is above 12% and thus the substrate
is still very alkaline. If necessary to paint before 28 days, await two weeks and apply one
coat of Coral Wall Preparing Primer.

New masonry – Painted Surfaces in good condition
These are surfaces that have been painted in less than one year ago. They present a
very good cohesion (no loose particles) and are free of any other problem. How to recognise

CORAL HANDBOOK MAIN TYPES OF SURFACES

Main Types of Surfaces

them? Just rub your hand down on different spots of the surface and see that no dust
will stick on your hand.

Old Masonry – Surfaces in bad condition
If surfaces are not sound, with calcination, peeling, disaggregation or insufficient curing
time, a thorough preparation must be provided (sanding, brushing, scraping off the
loose parts, dusting). Apply a damp cloth to clean off all the dust and then apply 1 or
2 coats of Coral Wall Preparing Primer and repaint the surface. How to identify them?
Just rub your hand down the surface on different spots and you will see dust will stick
on your hand.
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Main Types of Surfaces
2- Metals
There are two types of metals: Ferrous and Non-Ferrous.
Ferrous

Non - Ferrous

• Iron

• Galvanised Steel

• Steel

• Aluminium

• Carbon Steel

• Zinc
• Nickel
• Silver
• Gold

Features

Features

• They get rusted.

• They do not get rusted.

• Require an anticorrosive primer before the top coat.

• Have less adherence for the topcoat.
• Require a primer to provide the necessary adherence.
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Ferrous Metals - New
• Sand with iron sandpaper grade 180 or 220.
• Clean with a cloth damp with Coral Mineral Turpentine.
• Apply one coat of Coral Red Oxide Primer.
• Apply two coats of Coralit Synthetic Enamel (High Gloss, Satin or Matt)
in the desired colour.

Ferrous Metals - Rusted
• Scrape off and sand all the rust and any other contaminants.

CORAL HANDBOOK MAIN TYPES OF SURFACES

Ferrous Metals

• Dust and clean with a cloth damp with Coral Mineral Turpentine.
• Apply one coat of Coral Red Oxide Primer.
• Apply two coats of Coralit Synthetic Enamel (High Gloss, Satin or Matt)
in the desired colour.
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Non-Ferrous Metals
• Remove the oily substance from new Galvanised and Aluminium with a
cloth damp with Coral Mineral Turpentine.
• Sand with an appropriate sandpaper.
• Dust and clean.
• Apply one coat of Coral Galvanised Primer.

3- Woods
Woods - Types and features
We can classify the woods in two basic types:

Softwoods
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Hardwoods

• Sand the chips off and clean the dust with a cloth damp with Coral Mineral
Turpentine.
• For resinous woods, apply two coats of Sparlack Knotting.
• Apply one coat of Coral Wood Primer.
• To repair fissures or wood imperfections, use Coral Wood Putty and then
apply another coat of Coral Wood Primer.

Painted wood in good state - Paint System

CORAL HANDBOOK MAIN TYPES OF SURFACES

Wood without a paint coat - Paint System

• Sand until all gloss has been removed.
• Clean surface with a cloth damp with Coral Mineral Turpentine.
• Apply the new top coat paint Coralit Synthethic Enamel.
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PROBLEMS, CAUSES
AND SOLUTIONS

Cause

Solution

Paint has been
over-diluted

Discard the over-diluted paint.
Dilute the paint following the instructions on the packaging.

Background colour
is too dark.

Option 1: Apply additional coats.
Option 2: Apply one or two coats of a white premium acrylic
paint , as a primer.

Incorrect roller

Use the woolen roller recommended on the packaging.
Normally it is the short-pile woolen roller.

Irregular absorption

Normally some parts of the wall are more absorbent such as
the spots where putty or new plaster has been applied. Before
starting the painting, apply one coat of paint over those spots
with higher porosity/absorption.

Homogenisation

The paint has not been duly stirred/homogenised.

CORAL HANDBOOK PROBLEMS, CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

Problem: Low Hiding Power
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Problem: Difference of Shade
Cause

Continuation job

Paint has not
dried yet

Ambiance size

Lighting of the
ambiance

Lack of proper
stirring

Solution
Check if colour shade is correct. New shades may differ
from old shades that have been worn out by weathering.

The wet paint shade may differ from the dry paint shade.
Await for the total drying of the paint.

Small or too big ambiances may give you the sensation that
the colour shade is different.
Colour shades will differ depending on the type of lighting
provided in the ambiance.

If the paint has not been properly stirred it may present a
difference of the colour shade.

Cause

Solution

Cut-in stains

The paint used for cutting in is more diluted than the paint
on the remaining surface. Repaint the cut-in areas with the
paint diluted in the same ratio of the remaining surface.

Roller Marks

Use of low quality rollers.
Overcharged rollers.
Lack of skills from the painter.
Use the correct type of roller with the correct quantity of paint.

Whitish stains

Application of paint over humid surfaces.
Fix the moisture problem on the surface and reapply.

Problem: Bubbles on Masonry
Small domes that form in the paint film that cause the paint to lose adhesion from the coating
or substrate below.
Cause

Solution

Application of PVA
Putty on exterior
surfaces.

Remove the PVA Putty and apply the Acrylic Putty.

Application of paint
over loose parts
(powder, dust).

Scrape off the bubbles and apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Water infiltration

Repair the source of water infiltration and treat the surface as
above.

CORAL HANDBOOK PROBLEMS, CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

Problem: Stains on Surface
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Problem: Peeling
This describes the lifting of the paint from the underlying surface in the form of flakes or scales.
Cause

Solution

Application of paint
over powdery, flaky
surfaces.

Scrape, sand, dust and apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Application of paint
over alkaline surfaces
such as lime, P.O.P
or uncured plaster.

Scrape, sand, dust and apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Application of paint
over poor quality old
paint.

Remove old paints accordingly. Apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Problem: Efflorescence
Whitish stains or patches of fluffy crystals appear on the surface as a result of water in the structure.
Cause

Solution

Paint applied over
highly
alkaline
surfaces such as
lime and P.O.P.

Sand, dust and apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Paint applied over
wet uncured plaster.

Sand, dust and apply one or two coats of
CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER.

Water infiltration

Find the sources of water infiltration and treat them.

This constitutes a group of unsightly living beings that proliferate in favourable conditions such
as cold, damp, poorly ventilated and badly illuminated environments.
Cause
When paint surfaces
remain cool and moist
for long periods.

Solution
Treat the affected areas with a FUNGICIDAL WASH After
application with a brush leave it to dry overnight. Hose the
surface thorougly with clean water to remove all residues.
Repaint, if necessary.

Problem: Stains Caused by Raindrops (Surfactant Leaching)
Cause
Painting is exposed
to rain before the
the film is totally
cured (7 days)

Solution
Provide an even and light washing to the surface. If necessary,
repaint.

CORAL HANDBOOK PROBLEMS, CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

Problem: Fungus, Mould and Mildew
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Problem: Fissures, Plaster Cracks and Structural Cracks
The main cause for the cracking on walls is the settlement of the building in combination with
inferior plaster mix and the presence of moisture and dampness.
Cause

Solution

Hairline Cracks
(-0.2mm) or
Fissures.

These are small narrow cracks without continuation. Sand
and dust. Apply PVA or Acrylic Putty. As an option you can
also apply Coral Rubbered Paint.

Medium
Plaster Cracks
(+0.2mm & -2mm)

These are normally caused by the movements of the wall.
Rake out with a scraper blade. Remove dust and debris.
Apply a silicone-based crack filler.

Large
Structural Cracks
(+2mm)

These are caused by the movements in the structure. Open
out with a disc grinder in a V-shape to 3mm or larger. Cut
on both sides of the wall. Remove dust and debris. Apply a
silicone-based crack filler.

Formation of a white powdery substance on the surface as it ages. It can lead to fading as well
as the delaminating of the paint applied on top of it.
Cause

Solution

Paint deficient of
binder on exposure
to weathering

Light chalking can be removed by wiping the surface and
be easily repainted once wiped clean.

Light chalking can be
removed by wiping
the surface and be
easily repainted once
wiped clean.

Heavy chalking can sometimes be removed with a
high-pressure wash. If the chalkiness remains after
washing, apply CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER
before using.

Problem: Rising Dampness
Slow upward movement of water in the lower sections of walls and other ground-supported
structures by capillary action. The height of the rise is rarely above 1.5m.
Cause
Emanates from water
in the ground (houses
built in water-logged
areas).

Solution
Scrape off the peeling paint and sand. Dust and apply one
coat of CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER if surface is
too powdery and flaky.

CORAL HANDBOOK PROBLEMS, CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

Problem: Calcination/Chalking

Apply two coats of CORAL DAMP-PROOF EPOXY PAINT
following the catalysis process informed on the packaging.
Please see pages 68/69 of this Handbook for further details.
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Problem: Fence Walls Without Coping
Cause
Rain water seeps into
unprotected walls. The
moisture reacts with
the natural alkalinity of
the plaster and causes
the paint to peel off.

Solution

A coping or a tie beam should be provided. Apply one coat of CORALFLEX
WATERPROOFING PAINT on top of the tie beam. Scrape, sand, dust the
affected surface. Apply one or two coats of CORAL WALL PREPARING
PRIMER. Repaint.

This section is to help you calculate the painting budget in the right way. Let´s put the brushes and rollers aside
and use a calculator now.
Let´s take the environment of the picture shown on page 26 as an example and calculate the necessary quantity
of paint to be used.
Proceed like this:
WALLS:
Measure the length of each wall, add the length of all the walls together, then multiply the sum by the height.
So, we have: 3+3+3+3=12 x 3 height = 36m2.
CEILINGS: 3 x 3 = 9 m2.
Adding the two areas (36 + 9) gives us the total area to be painted of 45m2.
Now we only need to know the quantity of coats we intend to apply and multiply that by the area above. In this
case, we will apply two coats, so we have a total area of 90 m2. With this result, all we need is to follow the
standard spreading rates of the various products.

CORAL HANDBOOK PAINTING BUDGET

Painting Budget

TOTAL AREA TO BE PAINTED: 90 m2
SPREADING RATE: 1 gallon per coat of 45 m2
Simply divide the total quantity of meters by the spreading rate, that is: 90 divided by 45, you will have 2 gallons.
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CORAL HANDBOOK PAINTING BUDGET

In a nutshell, this calculation can be summed up by the following formula:

AMOUNT NEEDED =

TOTAL AREA X NR. OF COATS
SPREADING RATE

That`s it; now you only need to follow the same procedure to calculate the quantity of primers, fillers and
complements.
Knowing the exact quantity of each product will enable you to calculate your paint requirement.
Note: The cost of scaffolding and labour must also be added.
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Coral Paints offers you the purest range of colours, carefully, extracted from nature.
Language of Colours was developed to facilitate the selections of colours for your project. It serves as an
inspirational guiding tool for choosing the most appropriate colours, according to the decoration desired for each
environment.

CORAL HANDBOOK TIINTING SYSTEM

Tinting System
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WALLS & CEILINGS
DECORA LIGHT & SPACE
CORALATEX SUPER SPREADING
DECORA CORALPLUS
CORAL RUBBERED PAINT

WALLS & CEILINGS

DECORA LIGHT & SPACE
001 - SNOW WHITE

A premium quality acrylic paint with the
international Lumitec technology. A brighter
• It makes rooms appear lighter, brighter and gives an
enhanced feeling of space.

Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry.
Finish:
Matt.

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 minutes.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
Number of coats:

Dilution:
Clean water (up to 20%).
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
3,6L gallon: up to 55m2 per coat.
Application:
Short pile roller or soft-bristled brush.
After use, wash accessories with
soap and water.

Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and fungus.
Colours:
Snow White only. Not available in
the Tinting System.
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CORALATEX SUPER SPREADING
with an ultra high spreading rate.

001 - SNOW WHITE

833 - BROKEN WHITE

002 - OYSTER WHITE

901 - BARLEY WHITE

844 - AMBER WHITE

018 - VANILLA CREAM

004 - MAGNOLIA

820 - SAND DUNE

816 - IVORY

814 - SUEDE

• Super spreading rate (375m2 per coat) per
18L bucket. Allows for up to 60% dilution with water.
• New formula with U.V. resistant pigments. Colours
with superior fade resistance.

supe
spre r
ading

375 m

2

Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry,

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 minutes.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.

Finish:
Matt.

Number of coats:

Dilution:
Thin with clean water in every coat
(60% maximum).
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L bucket: up to 375m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 75m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 20m2 per coat.
Application:
Short pile roller or soft-bristled brush.
After use, wash accessories with
soap and water.
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Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
fungus.
Colours:
31 standard colours. Also available
in the Tinting System for pastel
colours only.

503 – LIGHT CHROME

805 – COLONIAL OCHRE

516 – CANARY YELLOW

513 – CASHEW YELLOW

838 – PAPAYA

664 – LEMONADE GREEN

974 – SERENE BLUE

813 – PEACH

665 – LIME GREEN

156 – DEEP BLUE

815 – CARAMEL

819 – TANGERINE

354 – FLAMINGO

612 – LEMON GREEN

014 – MEDIUM GREY

666 – CONCRETE

802 - CERAMIC

811 – IMPERIAL ORANGE

654 – KIWI GREEN

015 - DARK GREY

008 - BLACK
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WALLS & CEILINGS

DECORA CORALPLUS
A premium quality acrylic paint with very

001 - SNOW WHITE

820 - SAND DUNE

814 - SUEDE

818 - IVORY

018 - VANILLA CREAM

805 - COLONIAL OCHRE

• Excellent hiding power.
• Low odour will disappear after 3 hours from application.

Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry,
concrete and over acrylic and PVA
Fillers.

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 minutes.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.

Finish:
Matt and semi-gloss.

Number of coats:

Dilution:
Clean water (up to 20%).
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 68m2 per coat.
• 18L bucket: up to 340m2 per coat.
Application:
Short pile roller or soft-bristled brush.
After use, wash accessories with
soap and water.
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Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
fungus.
Colours:
White and colours from the Tinting
System.

WALLS & CEILINGS

CORAL RUBBERED PAINT
001 - SNOW WHITE

movements of the wall.

• High durability and excellent opacity.

Surfaces:
External masonry, roughcast, acrylic

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.

Finish:
Matt.

Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats.

Dilution:
Thin with clean water in every coat
(10% maximum).

Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and fungus.

Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L can: up to 200m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 40m2 per coat.

Colours:
Snow White and also available in the
Tinting System for pastel colours only.

Application:
Short pile roller or soft-bristled brush.
After use, wash accessories with
soap and water.
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ACRYLIC TEXTURED
COATINGS
ACRYLIC TEXTURE WHITE
ACRYLIC TEXTURE RUSTIC
ACRYLIC TEXTURE DESIGN
AGING GEL FOR TEXTURES

ACRYLIC TEXTURED COATINGS

ACRYLIC TEXTURE WHITE
An acrylic matt white textured coating
that can be applied directly over the plaster.
The easiest way to obtain a textured effect
on your walls.

001 - WHITE

• Easy to apply.
• Hides imperfections.
• Excellent adherence.
• Dispenses the use of mortar.

Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry,
concrete and fibercement. For
external surfaces, apply either an
acrylic topcoat or the Acrylic Gel.
Dilution:
Ready for use (for high reliefs). For
lower reliefs, dilute it with 10% water.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L tin: up to 35m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 7m2 per coat.

Application:
Rubber, Woolen or Foam Roller,
Steel Trowel, Scraper, Brush, etc.
Clean tools with soap and water
after use. Sand and dust surface.
Apply the first coat with 15% dilution
to prime the surface. Let it dry for 4
hours. Apply the second coat without
dilution and spread the product
uniformly onto the surface with the
chosen roller or another tool (in this
case, maximum 2m2 at a time).

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.

Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
fungus.

Number of coats:
2 coats.

Colour:
White.
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ACRYLIC TEXTURED COATINGS

ACRYLIC TEXTURE - RUSTIC
An acrylic matt textured coating, with
big sand particles, that allows to
obtain various effects and give a
personal touch to the walls.
• Easy to apply.
• Higher durability.
• Water Repellent.
• Excellent adherence.
• Dispenses with the use of mortar on masonry surfaces.
Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry,
concrete, fibercement, fillers and
pre-molded structures.
Finish:
Matt.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L bucket: 14m2 per coat.
• 14L bucket (Tinting): 11m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: 3m2 per coat.
• 3,2L gallon (Tinting): 2,5m2 per coat.
The above figures may vary
depending on surface roughness
and/or the desired effect.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 01 hour.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
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Application:
Steel Trowel, Scraper and Plastic
Trowel. Clean tools with soap and
water after use. See Step by Step on
page 37.
Number of coats:
1 coat only.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and fungus.
Colours:
White and available in the Tinting
System for pastel colours only.

001 - SNOW WHITE

ACRYLIC TEXTURE RUSTIC - STEP BY STEP
SCRATCHED EFFECT
Step 1

Step 2

Prime the surface with an acrylic
paint in the same colour of the
Rustic Texture and let it dry for
4hs.

Once the paint is dry, spread
the undiluted texture evenly
over surface, covering areas of
up to 2m2 at a time.

Step 3

Step 4

Remove the excess of the product
leaving a layer as thick as the size
of sand grains.

Slide the plastic trowel up and
down, several times, to obtain
the scratched effect. You can
also opt for circular movements.

Final Result
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ACRYLIC TEXTURED COATINGS

ACRYLIC TEXTURE - DESIGN
An acrylic matt texture coating, with small
sand particles, that provides
decorative, delicate and sophisticated
effects to the walls.
• Easy to apply.
• Higher durability.
• Water Repellent.
• Excellent adherence.
• Dispenses with the topcoating.
Surfaces:
Internal masonry, concrete,
fibercement, fillers and pre-molded
structures.
Finish:
Matt.
Dilution:
Ready for use. For application with
hard foam roller dilute the product
with up to 15% water.
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Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L bucket: up to 28m2 per coat.
• 15L bucket (Tinting) diluted: up to
23m2 per coat (up to 14m2 if
undiluted).
• 3,2L gallon (Tinting) diluted: up to
5m2 per coat (up to 3m2 if undiluted).
The above figures may vary depending
on surface roughness and/or the
desired effect.
Number of coats:
2 coats.

Application:
Hard Foam Roller, Steel Trowel, and
Scraper. Clean tools with soap and
water after use. See Step by Step on
page 39.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 hour.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and fungus.
Colours:
White and available in the Tinting
System, Pastel colours only.

001 - WHITE

ACRYLIC TEXTURE DESIGN - STEP BY STEP
Crisscross effect

Spiky effect

Step 1

Step 1

Step 1
Prime the surface with
one coat of acrylic
paint, applied with
a woolen roller. The
colour should be the
same as the one chosen
for the texture.

Prime the surface with one
coat of acrylic paint, applied
with a woolen roller. The
colour should be the same
as the one chosen for the
texture.
Step 2

Step 2
Once the paint is dry,
spread the texture evenly
onto areas of up to 2m2 at
a time.

Step 3

With a steel trowel
spread the texture
evenly on areas of
up to 2m 2 at a time.

Step 2
With a texture roller.
Apply the product, rolling
in several directions
until all surface is covered.

Slide a texture roller on
the corners.

Step 3

Step 3
Then, use a steel trowel with
the edges twisted upwards
and slide it several times over
the surface in “X’ movements,
thereby reaching the crisscross
effect.

Final result

Half-moon effect

Grip the roller by the
middle and do circular
half-moon movements,
from left to right, all
over surface.

With the texture still
humid, roll the texture
up and down in a single
stroke in order to make
the effect uniform.

Final result

Final result
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ACRYLIC TEXTURED COATINGS

GEL FOR ACRYLIC TEXTURES

AGING GEL COLOUR SAMPLES

AGING/PEARLESCENT
Acrylic coatings that provide either
an aged effect or a pearlescent finish
to the textures. Other effects such as
ragging and sponging can be obtained
depending on the tools used.

RUSTIC TEXTURE

RUSTIC TEXTURE WHITE
+ AGING GEL

DESIGN TEXTURE

TEXTURE DESIGN
+ AGING GEL

• Easy to apply.
• Aged or Pearlescent effects.
• Water Repellent.
• Dispenses with the topcoating.

Surfaces:
Internal and external use over all
types of texture.
Finish:
Aging Gel – Glossy
Pearlescent Gel: Pearl-like
finish.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,2L gallon: up to 48m2 per coat.
• 0,8L can: up to 12m2 per coat.
Number of coats:
2 coats.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
fungus.
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Application:
Pearlescent Gel: tools should be
used according to the desired effect.
See Step by Step on page 41.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 hour.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
Colours:
Available in the Tinting System.

PEARLESCENT GEL COLOUR SAMPLES

GEL FOR ACRYLIC TEXTURES - STEP BY STEP
Patina Effect

Stained Effect

Aged Effect

Step 1

Step 1

Step 1
Apply one
coat of the
paint with
a woolen
or foam
roller in the
desired
colour.

Apply one
generous
coat of
paint with
a woolen
or foam
roller and
sand.
Step 2

Step 2

Final result

Step 3

Step 1
Apply the
Gel with
a woolen
roller
in the
desired
colour.

Step 2

Apply one
coat of
paint in the
desired
colour, with
a woolen or
foam roller.

Step 2
Before it
gets dry,
remove
the excess
with a
damp cloth,
preferably
white.

Apply one
coat of Gel in
the desired
colour. With
the Gel still
wet apply a
plastic roller
to obtain the
stained effect.

Apply one
final coat
of Gel in
the desired
colour using
a jagged
brush.

Ragging Effect

Final result

Apply one
coat of Gel in
the Gel with
a woolen or
foam roller.

Step 3

Apply a
second coat
of paint using
a jagged
brush and
let it dry.

Final result

With the Gel
still wet, softly
remove the
excess of the Gel
with a damp and
twisted cloth.

Final result
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WOODCARE AND
METALCARE
CORALIT ENAMEL PAINT

GALVANISED PRIMER

GRAPHITE PAINT

CORAL RED OXIDE PRIMER

WOOD FILLER

HAMMERED FINISH

WOOD PRIMER

WOODCARE AND METALCARE

CORALIT ENAMEL PAINT

SATIN

001 - WHITE

164 - NAVY BLUE

674 - COLONIAL GREEN

820 - SAND DUNE

which increases the resistance to scratches
and reduces dirt pickup.

spre

ading

75m

2

• Excellent adherence.
• Easy application.
• Higher retention of gloss and colour.
• Higher resistance and durability.
• The highest spreading rate of the market (75m2 per coat
per 3,6L gallon.

Surfaces:
Internal and external surfaces of
wood, ferrous metals, galvanised
sheets, aluminium, unglazed ceramic
and masonry (use the recommended
primer for each type of surface).

Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Turpentine
after use. Sand and clean the surface.

802 - CHOCOLATE BROWN

MATT

hours. Apply the second coat and let it
Finish:
High Gloss and Satin for exteriors.
Matt for interiors.
Dilution:
Thin with Coral Mineral Turpentine.
Application with brush/roller dilute it up
to 10%. Spray gun dilute it up to 30%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 75 m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 18 m2 per coat.
Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats.
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001 - WHITE

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 to 3 hours.
• Recoating: 8 hours.
• Hard dry: 18 hours.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and fungus.
Colours:
Full range of ready-mixed colours and
also available in the Tinting System.

008 - BLACK

696- BLACKBOARD GREEN

HIGH GLOSS

001 - WHITE

002 - OYSTER WHITE

016 - SILVER GREY

014 - MEDIUM GREY

019 - FLANNEL GREY

008 - BLACK

814 - SUEDE

802 - CHOCOLATE BROWN

885 - BRONZE BROWN

828 - PIPE TOBACCO

848 - COGNAC BROWN

374 - BRICK RED

822 - TERRACOTA

350 - RED

351 - ORANGE

518 - MEDIUM YELLOW

500 - YELLOW

817 - FLAN YELLOW

820 - SAND DUNE

818 - IVORY

651 - PINE GREEN

674 - COLONIAL GREEN

652 - NILE GREEN

172 - BLUE

163 - OCEAN BLUE

164 - NAVY BLUE

017 - ALUMINIUM

517 - GOLD
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WOODCARE AND METALCARE

GRAPHITE PAINT
A matt synthetic enamel paint specially
formulated to provide a long-lasting graphite
finish. Double action – primer
and finish.
• Higher protection and durability.
• Anti-corrosive action.
• Covers up imperfections on surface.
• Excellent weather resistance.

Surfaces:
Internal and external ferrous metal
surfaces.
Dilution:
Brush or roller: dilute up to 10% with
Coral Mineral Turpentine.
Spray gun: dilute it up to 30%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 50m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 12m2 per coat.
Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats.

Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Turpentine
after use. Sand and clean the surface.
Apply the first coat, let it dry for 8
hours. Apply the second coat and let it
dry for 8 hours. Apply the final coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 to 6 hours.
• Recoating: 8 hours.
• Hard dry: 18 to 24 hours.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust,
mould and rust.
Colours:
Dark Graphite and Light Graphite.
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014 - LIGHT

019 - DARK

WOODCARE AND METALCARE

WOOD FILLER
A white filler suitable for correcting
imperfections on wooden surfaces
both internal and externally.
• High filling power and excellent adherence.
• Easy to apply and sand.
• Very low odour and fast drying.

Surfaces:
Internal and external new wooden
surfaces.
Dilution:
Ready for use. Do not dilute.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 15m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 3,5m2 per coat.

Application:
Scraper or Steel Trowel. Wash tools
with water after use. Sand and clean
the surface. Apply the first coat, let it
dry for 3 hours and sand. Apply the
second coat, let it dry for 3 hours and
sand. If necessary, apply one third
coat. All coats should be applied in
thin layers.

Drying time:
• Recoating: 3 hours.
• Hard dry: 6 hours.

Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust,
resin and mould.

Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats.

Colour:
White.
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WOODCARE AND METALCARE

WOOD PRIMER
A matt white synthetic levelling primer
with a high penetration power. It makes
the absorption uniform on new woods.
• High filling and levelling power.
• Easy to apply and sand.
• Increases the coverage of the top coat paint.
• Excellent spreading rate.

Surfaces:
Internal and external new wooden
surfaces.
Dilution:
Brush or roller, dilute up to 10% Coral
Mineral Turpentine.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 34m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 8,5m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 to 6 hours.
• Recoating: 8 hours.
• Hard dry: 12 to 20 hours.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
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Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Turpentine
after use. Sand and clean the
surface. Apply the first coat, let it dry
for 8 hours. Apply the second coat
and let it dry for 8 hours. Apply the
final coat.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust,
resin and mould.
Colour:
White.

WOODCARE AND METALCARE

GALVANISED PRIMER
A white matt synthetic primer that provides
a highly adherent film to galvanised and
aluminium surfaces.
• Longer protection.
• Anti-corrosive power.
• Fast drying.
• Excellent spreading rate and adherence.

Surfaces:
Internal and external galvanised and
aluminium surfaces.
Dilution:
Brush or roller: dilute up to 10% with
Coral Mineral Turpentine.
Spray gun: dilute it up to 30%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 50m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 12,5m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 15 min.
• Recoating: 1 hour.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.

Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Coral Mineral
Turpentine after use. Lightly sand and
clean the surface. Apply the first coat,
let it dry for 1 hour. Apply the second
coat.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust,
oil and rust.
Colour:
White.
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WOODCARE AND METALCARE

CORAL RED OXIDE PRIMER
A red oxide antirust primer that provides
long-lasting protection and enhances the
finish on metal surfaces.
• Easy to apply and sand.
• High penetration power.
• Fast drying.
• Excellent spreading rate.

Surfaces:
Internal and external ferrous metal
surfaces.
Dilution:
Brush or roller, dilute up to 10% Coral
Mineral Turpentine.
Spray gun: dilute it up to 30%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 48m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 12m2 per coat.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust,
oil and rust.
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Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Coral Mineral
Turpentine after use. Lightly sand and
clean the surface. Apply the first coat,
let it dry for 8 hours. Apply the second
coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 to 6 hours.
• Recoating: 8 hours.
• Hard dry: 12 to 18 hours.
Colour:
Red Oxide.

WOODCARE AND METALCARE

HAMMERED FINISH ENAMEL
A weathering resistant enamel paint that
provides a metalised hammered effect on
metallic surfaces.
• Resistant to weathering and to temperatures up to 110oC.
• Easy to apply.
• Ultra-fast drying.
• Excellent spreading rate and hiding power.
• High hardness and adherence.
• Provides a smooth and waterproof film that reduces the
dirt pickup.

Surfaces:
Internal and external ferrous metal
surfaces.
Dilution:
Brush or roller, no dilution.
Spray gun: dilute it up to 5%.
Use Coral Mineral Turpentine.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 48m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 12m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 hour.
• Recoating: 5 to 7 hours.
• Hard dry: 5 to 7 hours.
Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats.

Application:
Foam roller or spray gun (for large
areas); Soft-bristled brush (for small
areas). Wash tools with Mineral
Turpentine after use. Lightly sand and
and clean the surface. Apply the first
coat, let it dry for 5 - 7 hours. Apply
the second coat.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust, oil
and rust.

026 - LIGHT GRAY

151 - PRUSSIAN BLUE

645 - VERSALLES GREEN

673 - GREEN CANE

029 - DARK GRAY

639 - BRAZIL GREEN

647 - EMERALD GREEN

630 - GREEN

Colours:
As per colour chart.

152 - ROYAL BLUE
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PREPARATION PRODUCTS
CORAL PVA FILLER

CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER

CORAL ACRYLIC FILLER

CORAL GLOSS LIQUID

CORAL ACRYLIC SEALER

CORAL WATER BASED COLOURANT

PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL PVA FILLER
A creamy filler with a high consistency,
high filling power and excellent
adherence.
• Easy to apply and sand.
• Low odour and fast drying.
• It can be topcoated with acrylic emulsion paint or
solvent based enamel.
INTE

RIOR

Surfaces:
Suitable to correct small imperfections
on internal masonry surfaces. Do not
apply on areas that can receive water
splatter.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L bucket: up to 30m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 6m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 1,5m2 per coat.
Over mortar:
• 18L bucket: up to 60m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 12m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 3m2 per coat.
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Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 3 hours.
• Hard dry: 5 hours.

Application:
Scraper or steel trowel. Wash tools
with soap and water after use. Sand
and clean the surface. Apply the first
coat (a thin layer) and let it dry for 3
hours. Sand and dust it. Apply the
second coat (a thin layer), let it dry for
5 hours. Sand and clean off dust.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
Caution:
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould.
Colour:
White.

PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL ACRYLIC FILLER
A creamy filler with a high consistency,
high filling power, excellent adherence
and alkali resistant.
• Easy to apply.
• Weathering resistant.

EXT
ER
INTE IOR
RIOR

Surfaces:
Suitable to correct small imperfections
on external and internal on masonry
and concrete surfaces.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L bucket: up to 30m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 6m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 1,5m2 per coat.
Over mortar:
• 18L bucket: up to 60m2 per coat.
• 3,6L galon: up to 12m2 per coat.
• 0,9L can: up to 3m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 5 hours.

Application:
Scraper or steel trowel. Wash tools
with soap and water after use. Sand
and clean the surface. Apply the first
coat (a thin layer) and let it dry for 2 to
3 hours. Sand and dust it. Apply the
second coat (a thin layer), let it dry for
5 hours. Sand and clean off dust.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould.
Colour:
White.
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PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL ACRYLIC SEALER
A white matt acrylic sealer meant to seal
and make the absorption uniform on new
surfaces.
•
•
•
•

Easy to apply.
Excellent adherence and sealing power.
Fast drying.
It improves the coverage of the top coat.

Surfaces:
Internal and external new walls with
a new and cured plaster.
Dilution:
With clean water, from 5 to 15%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L tin: 75 to 100m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: 15 to 20m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 3 hours.
• Hard dry: 5 hours.
Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats.
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Application:
Woolen roller or brush. Wash tools
with soap and water after use. Sand
and clean the surface. Apply the first
coat and let it dry for 4 hours. Apply
the second coat and let it dry for 5
hours.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould. Product not suitable for
painting over a painted surface or
over PVA and Acrylic Fillers.
Colour:
White.

PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL WALL PREPARING PRIMER
A colourless primer suitable to solve
problems on the surfaces such as peeling,
saponification or whitewash.
• High sealing power.
• Binds loose particles together.
• Low odour and easy to apply.
• Improves the adherence to the top coat.
• It forms a barrier against the alkalinity.

Before
Surfaces:
Internal and external surfaces of
masonry, concrete and fibercement.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L tin: 150 to 275 m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: 30 to 55 m2 per coat.

Application:
Soft-bristled brush or short-pile
woolen roller. Wash tools with soap
and water after use. Sand and clean
the surface. Apply the first coat
and let it dry for 4 hours. Apply the
second coat and let it dry for 4 hours.
After application, run your hand over
surface (once dry). If it’s still powdery,
apply another coat.

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.

Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy
days. Surface must be clean, free of
dust and mould. Product not suitable
for painting over a painted surface or
over PVA and Acrylic Fillers.

Number of coats:
1 to 2 coats. Sometimes, depending
on the substrate absorption,
additional coats may be necessary.

Colour:
White.

After
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PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL GLOSS LIQUID
A colourless liquid that brings a level of
gloss to matt surfaces.
• Provider higher cleaning facility.
• Enhances the gloss of paints.
• Low odour and fast drying.
• Improves the impermeability on the surfaces.

Surfaces:
Internal and external masonry
surfaces.
Dilution:
• As a finishing: 10% to 20% clean
water.
• As a gloss regulator: 10% to 15%
clean water and mix it with the paint
in the last coat.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L tin: up to 225m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 45m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 hour.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
Number of coats:
1 or more coats.
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Application:
Soft-bristled brush or short-pile woolen
roller. Wash tools with soap and water
after use. Apply this product directly
over the latex paint on both internal and
external surfaces or mix it to the paint,
in the last coat. The quantity will vary
according to the desired level of gloss.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust and
mould. Product not suitable for mixing
with a low quality latex paint.
Colours:
Clear.

PREPARATION PRODUCTS

CORAL WATER BASED COLOURANT
A water based colourant suitable for tinting water
based latex paints.
• Compatible with all Coral/Dulux water based paints.
Use:
Suitable to tint water based latex paints. Use 1 flask
maximum per 1 gallon 3,6L and keep this proportion for
the other packaging sizes.
Packaging:
Tube 50ml.
Colours:
Available in 9 basic colours enabling the obtention of
millions of shades.

YELLOW

OCHRE

ORANGE

RED

PURPLE

BLUE

Colours obtained by adding one tube of
colourant into one 3,6L gallon of white colour.
GREEN

BROWN

BLACK
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OTHER SURFACES
CORALFLEX SLABS – FIBERED

CORAL ACRYLIC RESIN FOR STONES

CORALGYPSUM

DAMP-PROOF EPOXY PAINT

CORALPISO FLOOR PAINT

PINTOFF PAINT REMOVER

CORAL CERAMIC PAINT

WANDEPOXY EPOXY PUTTY

CORAL ACRYLIC VARNISH

OTHER SURFACES

CORALFLEX SLABS - FIBERED
A white matt acrylic waterproofing paint
for slabs, marquees, gutters and terraces
exposed to weathering.
• High elasticity. It follows the expansion and retraction
movements of surfaces.
• Contains Polyamid fibers which provides the necessary
resistant to the movement of people on the surface.
• Alkali and weathering resistant.
• Reflects the sunlight rays thereby reducing the internal
temperature of the ambiances.
• It forms a flexible membrane.

Surfaces:
Concrete slabs, marquees, gutters
and other roof areas.
Dilution:
Dilute the first coat with up to 30%
water. The subsequent coats apply
without dilution.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L tin: 50m2 for one coat. 17m2
for three coats.
• 3,6L gallon:10m2 for one coat,
3 ½m2 for three coats.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 6 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.
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Number of coats:
3 coats.
Application:
Short-pile woolen roller, soft-bristled
brush or soft-bristled broom. Wash
tools with soap and water after use.
Sand and clean the surface. Apply the
first coat diluted with 15% water and let
it dry for 6 hours. Apply the second and
the third coat without dilution, changing
the direction of the strokes. Observe
the recoating interval of 6 hours.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and mould.
Colours:
Tile Red and White.

822 - TILE RED

001 - WHITE

OTHER SURFACES

CORALGYPSUM
A white acrylic paint specially formulated
for direct application over gypsum
(P.O.P.) without the need of a primer first.
It does not yellow and binds the loose
powder of the gypsum.

WHITE

• Direct application over gypsum.
• No primer needed.
• It fixes the loose particles.
• Improves the adherence to the top coat.
• It forms a barrier against the alkalinity.

Surfaces:
Internal gypsum (P.O.P.) surfaces.
Dilution:
Dilute the first coat with 40% water.
For the subsequent coats, dilute with
20% water.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
Over roughcast:
• 18L tin: up to 200m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 40m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
Number of coats:
2 coats. Sometimes, depending on
the substrate absorption, additional
coats may be necessary.

Application:
Soft-bristled brush or short-pile
woolen roller. Wash tools with soap
and water after use. Sand and dust
off the powder. Apply the first coat
and let it dry for 4 hours. Apply
the second coat and let it dry for 4
hours. Apply the third and final coat.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould. Product not suitable for
painting over a painted surface or
over PVA and Acrylic Fillers.
Colours:
White. Other colours can be obtained
by mixing the Water Based Colourant.
Also available in the Tinting System
for pastel colours only.
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OTHER SURFACES

CORALPISO FLOOR PAINT

• 60% more resistant than its previous formula.
• Resistant to the wear and tear of people walking over it.
• Excellent spreading rate.
• Excellent opacity.
• Easy application and fast drying
• Weathering protection.

Surfaces:
Suitable for areas with movement
of people such as: parking lots,
sports courts, porches, walkways,
stairways, etc.
Dilution:
Unpainted surfaces: dilute up to 30%
water. For already painted surfaces,
dilute with up to 20% water. Use the
same ratio for additional coats.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L tin: up to 275m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 55m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.

Number of coats:
3 coats.

535 - YELLOW

666 - CONCRETE

383 - RED

070 - MEDIUM GREY

078 - DARK GREY

187 - BLUE

699 - GREEN

Application:
Soft-bristled brush or short-pile
woolen roller. Wash tools with soap
and water after use. Sand and wash
surface to create porosity. Rinse it
let it dry for 4 hours. Recoat and let it
dry for 4 hours. Apply the third coat.
Release the area for people to walk
cars: 72 hours.
Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould. Wash to create porosity
on the surface.
Colours:
9 ready-mixed colours.
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001 - WHITE

008 - BLACK

OTHER SURFACES

CORAL CERAMIC PAINT
A glossy acrylic paint to renew and protect
roof tiles and bricks.

827 - CERAMIC

• Weathering resistant.
• Renews and enhances the surfaces.
• Makes cleaning easier.
• Improves the protection for much longer.

Surfaces:
Suitable to coat internal and external
surfaces of unglazed ceramic.
Dilution:
Coral Turpentine. For application
with brush or roller dilute 10%. For
application with spray gun dilute 30%.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: up to 50m2 per coat.
• 0,9L tin: up to 12,5m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 – 6 hours.
• Recoating: 8 hours.
• Hard dry: 18 to 24 hours.

Application:
For small areas: soft-bristled brush.
For large areas: foam roller or
spray gun. Wash tools with Coral
Turpentine after use. Clean the
surface. Apply the first coat and let it
dry for 8 hours. Recoat and let it dry
for 8 hours. Apply the third and final
coat.
Caution:
Surface must be firm, clean and free
of grease, dirt or mould. Apply the
product on both sides of the roof tiles.
Colour:
Ceramic.

Number of coats:
3 coats.
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OTHER SURFACES

CORAL ACRYLIC VARNISH
A clear acrylic varnish to enhance and
protect concrete, unplastered bricks
surfaces.
• Easy to apply.
• Resistant to alkalinity.
• Fast drying.
• Low odour.
• Weathering and sea breeze protection.

Surfaces:
Suitable for internal and external
surfaces of concrete and unplastered
bricks.
Dilution:
Dilute up to 10% clean water. For
unsealed surfaces, dilute the first
coat with 30% clean water.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 18L tin: up to 275m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 55m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 hours.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 4 hours.
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Number of coats:
2 or more coats.
Application:
Woolen roller or brush. Wash tools
with soap and water after use. Sand
and clean the surface. Apply the first
coat and let it dry for 4 hours. Recoat
and let it dry for 4 hours.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
mould.
Colours:
Clear.

OTHER SURFACES

CORAL ACRYLIC RESIN FOR STONES
A clear solvent based acrylic resin for
internal and external surfaces of porous
stones, both horizontal and vertical.
• Protects and enhances the natural finish of surfaces.
• Forms a highly resistance glossy membrane that protects
and waterproofs the surfaces.
• Fast drying.

Surfaces:
Suitable for internal and external
surfaces of porous stones,
porous ceramic tiles, fibercement,
unplastered concrete, clay roof tiles,
unplastered brickwork and porous
floor tiles in general.
Dilution:
Ready for use. Do not dilute.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 5L tin: up to 49m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 30 min.
• Recoating: 4 hours.
• Hard dry: 12 hours.

Application:
Woolen roller for epoxy, soft-bristled
brush or conventional spray gun.
Wash tools with Coral Mineral
Turpentine after use. Clean the
surface. Apply the first coat and let
it dry for 4 hours. Recoat and let it
dry for 12 hours. In case of painting
floor tiles, await 48 before allowing
the transit of people and 72 hours for
vehicles.
Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
mould.
Colours:
Clear.

Number of coats:
2 or more coats depending on the
absorption of surface.
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OTHER SURFACES

DAMP-PROOF EPOXY PAINT
A two pack, polyamid-cured, modified epoxy paint.
Indication:
1- Over carbon steel, concrete, wood, aluminium/galvanised surfaces, that are to be buried or
immersed in salt or fresh water. Not recommended for immersion in aromatic solvents, ketones
and oxidising acids.
2- To damp-proof walls affected by moisture and rising dampness, both internally and externally.

Dilution:
Use the Wandepoxy Thinner.
Drying (25ºC and 75% RH):
Set to touch: 4 hours; Set to Handle: 12 hours;
Recoat: 24 – 48 hours.
Number of coats:
2 coats.
Mixture Ratio:
• Component A: BB 4301 3,2L (8 parts in volume)
• Component B: SB 5733 0,4L (1 part in volume)
• Add comp. B to comp. A under constant stirring. Await 20
minutes before painting. After the mixture is made, one
must apply the product within 6 hours maximum (pot
life). Important: do not dilute the paint before the mixture
above is finished and you have awaited 20 minutes.
Theoretical coverage per coat:
• 12,6m2/gallon
• 3,5m2/liter
Pot Life:
6 hours at 25ºC.
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Application:
Surfaces must be thoroughly clean and dry, free of dirt,
grease, oil, soap, rust and other contaminants.
For treating moisture/rising dampness affected walls, take
the following steps:
1- Dig the soil adjoining the walls at least 2 feet deep
(externally if possible).
2- Mix the Catalyser with the Epoxy Paint, stir and
await 20 minutes.
3- Dilute and apply the Damp-Proof Epoxy on both internal
and external part of the wall at least 3 feet up from the floor.
4- Let it dry and repaint. Due to the high DFT (dry film
thickness) of this product, there might be a small differ
ence in relief between the painted area and the rest of the
surface. You can even up the surfaces with Acrylic Putty.
Application Tools:
Brush: Soft-bristled brush (75 to 100 mm width);
Roller: Short-bristled Lamb Wool or Synthetic Wool;
Spray Gun: DeVilbiss JGA 502 nozzle FX, air cap 704 with 50 psi;
Airless: DeVilbiss JGB 507 nozzle 0,013’’ to 0,015’’ with
1800 – 2200 psi. Do not apply with temperatures lower than
10°C or air relative humidity over 80%.

Rising Dampness

Preparation of Product Before Application
Step 1:
• Pre-mixing (Component A + Component B).
• Add component B (Catalyser) to component A (paint)
under constant stirring.

Step 2:
• Await 20 minutes.
• After mixing the two components, let the
container rest for 20 minutes in order to
complete the catalysis. This process is
called induction time.

Step 3:
• Dilute the mixture before applying.
• After resting for 20 minutes, the product is now ready for dilution.
• Add the Wandepoxy Thinner gradually, just to adjust the
viscosity for a smooth application. Continue adding the
thinner during the application, everytime the product B
comes “heavy” on the brush or roller.
IMPORTANT: (I) DO NOT ADD THE THINNER BEFORE THE PRE-MIXING PROCESS
IS CARRIED OUT AND (II) DO NOT USE ANY OTHER ALTERNATIVE THINNER FOR
THE DILUTION.
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OTHER SURFACES

WANDEPOXY EPOXY PUTTY
A two-component white
putty for repairing defects
on various surfaces.
• Easy to apply.
• Optimal adhesion to surfaces.
• Excellent hardness and strength.

Surfaces:
Suitable for repairing defects on
walls of bathrooms, kitchen, concrete
floors, metal surfaces and wood.
Not suitable for swimming pools and
water tanks.
Dilution:
Ready for use. If necessary, dilute
the product 5% in volume with
Wandepoxy Thinner.
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Number of coats:
2 to 3 coats. Allow an interval of
minimum 12 hours and maximum
48 hours between the coats.
Application:
Add part B to part A gradually under
constant stirring. Await 15 - 20 min.
Dilute if necessary and apply with a
scraper.

Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6 gallon: 7 to 10m2 per coat.

Caution:
Avoid painting on rainy days. Surface
must be clean, free of dust and
mould.

Drying time:
• Touch dry: 1 hour.
• Recoating: 3 hours.
• Hard dry: 12 hours.

Colour:
• White
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SPARLACK
WOOD FINISHES
SPARLACK CETOL

SPARLACK STAIN PLUS (WATER BASED)

SPARLACK CETOL DECK

SPARLACK EXTRA MARINE VARNISH

SPARLACK CETOL DECK ANTI-SLIP

SPARLACK PROTECTIVE OIL

SPARLACK STAIN PLUS

SPARLACK KNOTTING

SPARLACK

SPARLACK CETOL
A super premium pigmented coating for
woods with high performance and
exceptional durability (6 years).
• Water repellent, fungi and mildew protection, UV and
rain resistance.
• It enhances the natural aspect of the wood.
• After applied, its flexible membrane follows the wood
movements. It does not crack or peel off.

Surfaces:
External wooden surfaces in general
(wooden houses, front doors, windows,
etc).
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 0,9L tin: up to 30m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 120m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 4 hours.
• Recoating: 24 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.

Number of coats:
3 coats.
Application:
Apply 3 coats with a 24h drying time
interval between them.
Soft-bristled brush. Wash tools with
Mineral Turpentine after use.
Finish:
Glossy and Satin
Colour:
Cinnamon, Cedar, Brazil Walnut,
Mahogany and Ipe.

Cinnamon

Cedar

Brazil Walnut

Mahogany

Ipe
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SPARLACK

SPARLACK CETOL DECK
A special coating for woods with
high performance and durability.
• Water repellent, fungi and mildew protection, UV
resistance.
• Resists the transit of people.
• After applied, its flexible membrane follows the
wood movements.

Surfaces:
External wooden surfaces, specially
decks, swimming pools and garden
furniture. Not recommended for
in-house or other wooden floors with
a high traffic of people.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 0,9L tin: up to 30m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 120m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 – 3 hours.
• Recoating: 24 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.

Dilution:
Ready for use.
Natural

Application:
Soft-bristled brush. Wash tools with
Mineral Turpentine after use. Apply 3
coats with a 24h drying time interval
between them.
Finish:
Semi-gloss.
Colour:
Natural.
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SPARLACK

SPARLACK CETOL DECK ANTI-SLIP
A special coating for woods with
high performance and durability.
• Water Repellent, fungi and mildew protection, UV
resistance.
• Forms an anti-slip membrane.
• After applied, its flexible membrane follows the
wood movements.

Surfaces:
External wooden surfaces, specially
decks, swimming pools and
balconies. Not recommended for inhouse or other wooden floors with a
high traffic of people.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 0,9L tin: up to 30m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 120m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 – 3 hours.
• Recoating: 24 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.
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Dilution:
Ready for use.
Application:
Soft-bristled brush. Wash tools with
Mineral Turpentine after use. Apply 3
coats with a 24h drying time interval
between them.
Finish:
Semi-gloss.
Colour:
Natural.

Natural

SPARLACK

SPARLACK STAIN PLUS
A wood protector that offers maximum
durability and protection to surfaces.
• Water repellent, fu ngicidal action and UV resistance.
• It penetrates deep in the wood and treats it.
• It tints the wood and enhances its natural veins. It does
not form a film after applied.

Surfaces:
External wooden surfaces such as
doors, frame, etc.
Dilution:
Ready for use.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 0,9L tin: up to 25m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 100m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 hours.
• Recoating: 24 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.

Number of coats:
3 coats.
Application:
Soft-bristled brush, roller or
conventional spray gun. Wash tools
with Mineral Turpentine after use.
Apply 3 coats with a 24h drying time
interval between them.
Finish:
Satin
Colour:
Clear, Natural, Mahogany, Brazil
Walnut and Ipe.

Clear

Natural

Mahogany

Brazil Walnut

Ipe
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SPARLACK

SPARLACK STAIN PLUS (WATER BASED)
A wood protector that forms a rain-resistant film
after 30 minutes from application.
• Double action against fungus and mould.
• Premium satin finish.
• Fast drying and gets odourless after one hour from application.

Surfaces:
External and internal wooden
surfaces such as doors, windows,
decks and garden furniture.
Dilution:
Ready for use.

Application:
Foam brush, foam roller or short-pile
brush (for epoxy).
Apply 3 coats with a 4h drying time
interval between them. The first coat
should be applied by brush.
Finish:
Satin

Packagings/Spreading Rates:
0,9L tin: up to 22m2 per coat.
3,6L gallon: up to 90m2 per coat.
Drying time:
Touch dry: 1 hour.
Recoating: 4 hours.
Hard dry: 12 hours.
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Colours:
Natural, Mahogany, Brazil Walnut
and Ipe.

Natural

Mahogany

Brazil Walnut

Ipe

SPARLACK

SPARLACK PROTECTIVE OIL
A colourless wood protector specially
developed to nourish and enhance the
natural aspect of woods that get dull due
to weathering exposure.
• Easy to apply, quick maintenance, fast drying.
• Waterproofs the wood surfaces.

Surfaces:
External and internal wooden
surfaces such as garden furniture,
fences, benches, etc.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 500ml tin: up to 8m2 per coat. This
may vary depending on the thickness
applied, absorption of surface and
application method.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 10 min.
• Recoating: 10 min.
• Hard dry: 6 hours. It may vary
depending on weather conditions.
On resinous woods the drying time
will be longer.

Dilution:
Ready for use. Do not dilute.
Application:
Apply 2 coats with a 10 minute drying
time interval between them. Remove
the excess of poduct with a clean
cloth.

Take the sponge
out of the cap.

Moisten the sponge
with a little of the
product.

Colour:
Natural.

Apply the sponge over the
wood. Allow 10 minutes
to dry and then aply the
second coat.

Allow a 10 minutes break
after the second coat is
applied and then remove
the excess of product with
a clean cloth.
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SPARLACK

SPARLACK EXTRA MARINE VARNISH
A clear varnish formulated to provide
maximum durability and protection to
woods.
• Easy to apply, high coverage, fast drying and good
scrub resistance.
• Does not change the colour of the wood and provides
a good hardness.
• Excellent resistance to weathering, sea breeze and water.

Surfaces:
External and internal wooden
surfaces such as doors, frames and
ceilings.
Dilution:
Up to 10% with Mineral Turpentine
for brush or roller and 30% for spray
gun.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 0,9L tin: up to 27m2 per coat.
• 3,6L gallon: up to 110m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 2 hours.
• Recoating: 8 - 12 hours.
• Hard dry: 24 hours.
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Application:
Soft-bristled brush, foam roller
or conventional spray gun. Wash
tools with Mineral Turpentine after
use. Apply 2 coats (for interiors) or
3 coats (for exteriors) with a 12h
drying time interval between them.
The first coat should be applied by
brush.
Finish:
Glossy and Matt.
Colour:
Natural.

Natural

SPARLACK

SPARLACK KNOTTING
A colourless sealing varnish that
holds back the natural bleeding
of resinous woods.
• Elasticity, sealing power and fast drying.
• Controls the excessive absorption of the top coat by
the wood, thereby improving the coverage.

Surfaces:
To seal resinous woods, both internal
and externally.
Dilution:
Ready for use. Do not dilute.
Packagings/Spreading Rates:
• 3,6L gallon: 32m2 per coat.
• 0,9L tin: 8m2 per coat.
Drying time:
• Touch dry: 20 min.
• Recoating: 2 min.
• Hard dry: 2 hours.

Application:
Apply 2 to 3 coats depending on the
desired shade with a minimal interval
of 2 hours between them.
Soft-bristled brush, foam roller or
roller for epoxy (short-pile). Wash
tools with Mineral Turpentine after
use.
Finish:
Matt.
Colour:
Natural.
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SPARLACK

PINTOFF PAINT REMOVER
A powerful paint remover for the removal of
synthetic or oil paints and varnishes.
• Easy to apply.
• Ready for use.
• Multi-Surface – removes paints from all types of surfaces: iron,
steel, woods, floors, etc.

Surfaces:
Suitable for the removal of paints
(alkyd base, acrylic and
nitrocellulose) and varnishes.
Dilution:
Ready for use. Do not dilute.
Spreading Rates:
It varies depending on the thickness
applied, type of tools used and
application method.
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Application:
Brush. To remove use a scraper or
spatula. Apply one or more generous
layers and let is act for 20 min. When
the paint of varnish film gets wrinkled
scrape them off. Clean the surface
well with Mineral Turpentine or
Thinner before applying a new coat
of paint
or varnish.

Drying time:
Not applicable.

Caution:
Avoid external painting on rainy days.
Surface must be clean, free of dust
and mould.

Number of coats:
1 or more coats.

Colour:
White.

The Colour Centre
Allow us to help you express your creativity

At Coral Paints, we are more than just paint.
We create inspired living spaces. We achieve this
through The Colour Centre colour consultants,
who will help you in selecting the perfect colour
scheme for your project in a stress free
environment. Find out how.

how it works
BOOK | An appointment at The Colour Centre
to get a FREE Colour Consultation.
SHOOT | Take clear pictures of your painting
project.
COLLECT | All inspirational items you have (magazine
photo, floor tiles, fabrics, etc.).
SELECT | The colour scheme option that best
suits you.
The average consultation is 2 hours, but it depends
on the size and design of your home. (Strictly by
Appointment only).

CAPSURE | colour measurer
a new way to measure colour
Have you ever spent hours conferring with people trying to find the closest match to a colour? Well, now there is a better way.
At The Colour Centre, we understand that colour inspiration can come from anywhere, and we make of your colour selection a
pleasant experience with the most revolutionary colour-matching tool.
CAPSURE is a gadget that can read any colour in sight! It is definitely a great tool for designers, architects, painting professionals
and colour buffs.
Here’s how it works: All you have to do is to press the CAPSURE device against that cushion, those shoes, your fav bag, even
the cat! In 3 seconds, you will be able to match your favourite shade to the nearest tinting colour. Bingo!
One thing that’s really cool is that it can be used on patterns and you can zoom in and select the colour you want it to read.

Free Colour Consultation

Consultation hours: Mon-Fri (8:30am to 3:30pm) Saturdays (9:30am to 12:30pm)
Tel: (0) 233 302-242727
E-mail: colourcentre@coral-ghana.com
Follow us on Facebook! www.facebook.com/CoralPaintsGh
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